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Abstmct-Two new e p i W techadogies have emerged in recent
yeus(mdeculnrbeunepitaxy(MBE)andm~c&e-miadnpor
deposition ( M O O ) ) , which offer the promise of making highly advanced heterostnrctures routinely available. Wbile many kinds of
d
e
w will benefit, the principal and first beneticiuy will be bipolar
trmsistors. The m k l y h g central principle is the use of e
m gap
variations beside electdc tie& to contrd the forces acting on electrons
and holes, aeprrptely md independently of each o h . The d
D
i
tg
greater design freedom pennits a re-optimization of doping levels and
geometries, leading to higher speed devices. Microwave transistors with
maximum oscillntion frequendes above 100 GHz and digital switching
trpnsistors with switching times below 10 ps &odd become aniLbk.
AninvertedtrPnsistorstructurewithasmrllercoILectorontopanda
lprser emitter on the bottom becomes possible, with speed advantages
over the common “emitterup” design. Doublehetetostructure @€I)
trpnsistors with both widegnp emitters and c d l e c t m offer additional
advantages. They exhibit betterperfonnnnceunder satwatedopedon.
Their emitters and cdlectors may be iuterchnnged by simply chnnging
biasing conditions,greatly simplifying the architecture of bipolax ICs.
Examples of heterost~~cture
implementations of 12L and ECL are diad The present overwhelming dominance of the compound semiconductor devicefield by FETs is likely to come toan end, with bipolar
devices apsuming an at least equal role, and very ikely a leading one.

“What is claimed i
s
:
1)

...

2) A device as set forth in claim 1 in whichone of theseparated
zones is of a semiconductive material having a wider energy gap
than that of the material inthe other zones.”
Claim 2 of US, Patent 2 569 347 toW. Shockley,
Filed 26 June1948,
Issued 25 September 1951,
Expired 24 September 1968.

I.

INTRODUCTION

T

HIS IS A PAPER about an idea whose time has come: A
bipolar transistor with a wide-gap emitter. As the introductory quote shows, the idea is as old as the transistor
itself. The great potential advantages of such a design over the
conventional homostructure design have long been recognized
[ 11-[ 31, but until the
early ~ O ’ S ,no technology existed to
build practically useful transistors of this kind, even though
numerous attempts had been made [3], [ 4 ] . Thesituation
started to change with the emergence of liquid-phase epitaxy
(LPE) as a technology for III/V-compoundsemiconductor
heterostructures, and in recent years reports on increasingly
impressive true three-terminal heterostructure bipolar transisManuscriptreceivedJune
30, 1981; revisedAugust 31,1981. This
work was supported in part by the Army Research Office and by the
Office of Naval Research.
The author is with the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106.

tors (HBT’s) have appeared at an increasing rate [ 5I -[ 141. In
addition,there is also a rapidly growing literature on twoterminal phototransistors with wide-gap emitters [ 15]. Many
of thephototransistorsemployInPemitterswith
a latticematched (Ga, In) (P,As) base.
Since the mid-70’s, two additional very promising heterostructure technologies have appeared: molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) [16] and metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) [ 171. Impressive results on MOCVD-grown
(A1,Ga)AsGaAs phototransistors have already been published
[ 181 ;HBT’s grown by MBE have also been achieved [ 191.
Because of the pre-eminence of silicon in current IC technology,there exists a strong incentive to incorporate wide-gap
emitters into Si transistors, in a way compatible with existing
Si technology. A possible approach-and the most successful
one so far-has been the use of heavily doped “semi-insulating
polycrystalline” silicon (SIPOS) as emitter [20], utilizing the
wider energy gap of “polycrystalline” (really: amorphous) Si
compared to crystalline Si.An
alternateapproach has been
the use of gallium phosphide, which has a room-temperature
lattice constant within 0.3 percent of that of Si, grown on Si
either by CVD (211 or by MBE [ 221. But the results reported
for theGaP-Si combination have so far been disappointing.
Finally, the first reports have recently appeared, in which
HBT’s have been integrated on the same chip with other devices, such as double-heterostructure(DH) lasers [23]or
LED’s [ 241.
In view of these recent developments it appears that Shockley’s vision is about to become a reality. In fact, one of the
purposes of thispaper is to show thatthe possibilities for
HBT’s go far beyond simply replacing a homojunction emitter
by a heterojunction emitter.
To appreciate these possibilities, it is useful first to view the
wide-gap emitter as a simple example of a more general central
design principle of heterostructure devices; it is discussed in
Section I1 of this paper. Discussions of future device possibilities must be based on technological premises; they are discussed in Section 111. In Section IV and V the concept and the
high-speed benefits of the wide-gap emitter are reviewed,
including some recent conceptual developments that do not
appear to have been widely appreciated. Section VI discusses
the promising concept of an inverted transistor design, in which
the collector is made smaller than the emitter and placed on
the surface of the structure, similar to I’L, but using a heterostructure design applicable to all transistors. InSection VI1
the idea of a single-heterostructure transistor with a wide-gap
emitter is generalized to DH transistorswithboth wide-gap
emitters and wide-gap collectors. Such a design appears to
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Fig. 2. Energy banddiagram of a DH laser, showing the confinement
forces driving both electrons and holes towards the active layer,
on
both sides of the latter. (From [ 25 ]

.)

Fig. 1. Forces on electrons and holes. In a uniform-gap semiconductor
(top) the two forces are equaJ and opposite to each other, and equal
to the electrostatic force f q E . In a graded-gap structure, the forces
in electrons and holes may be in the same direction.

offer surprisingly large advantages forboth microwave and
digital devices, and especially for digital IC’s. As examples of
potential IC advantages, heterostructure modificationsof both
I’L and ECL architecture are discussed. Finally, Section VI11
offerssomespeculations
onthe question ofFET’s-versusbipolars, and related questions.
In line with the character of this Special Issue (integrated)
digital HBT’s are emphasized over(discrete) microwave devices,
but not to the point of exclusion of the latter. It would be
artificial to attempt a complete separation: Not onlywas much
of the past development ofHBT’s oriented towards discrete
microwave devices, but several of the newer concepts originating in a digital context would improve microwave transistors as well.
11. THE CENTRAL DESIGNPRINCIPLEOF
HETEROSTRUCTURE

DEVICES

If one looks for a general principle underlying most heterostructure devices, one is led t o the following considerations. If
one ignores magnetic effects, the forces acting on the electrons
and holes in a semiconductorare equal (except for asign in the
case. ofelectrons) t o the slopes of the edge of the band in which
the carriers reside (Fig. 1). In ideal homostructures the energy
gap is constant; hence the slopes of the two band edges are
equal, and the forces acting on electrons and holes are necessarily equal in magnitude and oppositein sign. In fact they are
equal to the ordinary electrostatic force *qJ? on a chargeof
magnitude f q in an electric field 3. In a heterostmcture, the
energy gap may vary; hence the two band edge slopes and with
it the magnitudes of the two forces need not be the same, nor
need they be in any simpleway related to the electrostatic
force exerted by a field J?. In fact, the two slopes may have
opposite signs (Fig. l), implying forces on electrons and holes
that act in the same direction, despite their oppositecharges.
Ineffect,heterostructures
utilize energygap variationsin
addition t o electric fields as forces acting on electrons and holes,
to control their distribution andflow. This is what I would

like t o call the CentralDesignPrinciple
of heterostructure
devices. It is a very powerful principle, and oneof the purposes
of this paper is to give examples that show just how powerful
it is.
Although by no means restricted t o bipolar devices, the
principle is especially powerful when, asin a bipolar transistor,
the distribution and flow of both electrons and holes must be
controlled. By a judicious combinationof energy gapvariations
and electric fields it then becomes possible, within wide limits,
t o control the forces acting on electrons and holes, separately
and independently of each other, a design freedom not achievable in homostructures.
The central design principle plays a role in almost all heterostructure devices, and it serves both to unify the ideas underlying different suchdevices, and as guidance in the development
ofnewdevice
concepts. No device demonstrates the central
design principle better than the oldest and so far most important heterostructure device, the DH laser. This point is illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows the energy band structure of the
device under lasing conditions, as anticipated (with only slight
exaggeration) in the paper in which this device was f i t proposed [25], andfrom whichFig. 2 is taken.The drawing
shows band edgeslopes corresponding t o forces that drive
both electrons and holes towardsthe inside of the active layer,
at both edges of the latter. This is the principal reason why the
DH laser works, although it is not the only reason. The difference in refractive indices between the innerand outer semiconductors also plays an important role. Such a participation of
additional concepts is not uncommon in other heterostructure
devices either.
111. THETECHNOLOGICAL
PREMISE
Throughoutitshistory,heterostructure
devicedesign has
chronically suffered fr0m.a technology bottleneck. Even LPE,
whatever its merits as a superb laboratory technology,has outside thelaboratory beenlargely limited to devices, such as
injection lasers forfiberoptics use, which couldsimply not
be builtwithoutheterostructures,but
whichwere needed
sufficientlyurgently t o put up with the
limitations ofLPE
technology. Already for the “ordinary” three-terminal transistor (Le., excepting phototransistors), the necessaryhigh-performancecombination ofLPE
andlithography
wasnever
developed t o thepointthatthe
resulting heterostructures
would reach the speed capability of state-of-the-art Si bipolars,
much less reach their own theoretical potential exceeding that
of Si.
As a result of the emergence of two new epitaxial technologies inthe last fewyears, theheterostructuretechnology
bottleneck is rapidly disappearing, t o thepointthatthe
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incorporation of heterostructures into most compound semiconductor devices willprobably be one of the dominant themes
of compound semiconductor technology during the remainder
of the present decade.
The two new technologies are MBE [ 161 and MOCVD [ 171.
Although differing in many ways, forthe purposes of this
paper the commonalities of thetwo technologies are more
important than their differences, and there is no need to enter
here into the debate as to which of the two technologies will
eventually be best for doing what.
Both technologies are capable of growing epitaxial layers with
high crystalline perfection and purity, comparable to stateof-the-art results with LPE and halideCVD. Hlghly controlled
doping levels up to 10’’ impurities per cm3 and more can be
achieved, and highly controlled changes in doping levelare
possible during growth without hterruptingthelatter,
and
with at most a minor adjustment in growth parameters. The
doping may be changed either gradually or abruptly. Because
of the comparatively low growth temperatures (especially for
MBE), diffusion effects during growth are weak, and with
certain dopants much more abrupt doping steps can be achieved
than with any othertechnique,notonly
when doping is
“turned on,” but also when it is “turned off.”
Most important in ourcontext of heterostructures,it is
possible in both technologies to change from one III/V semiconductor to a different (lattice-matched) III/V semiconductor
with greater ease than in any other technique. In both techniques, a change in semiconductor and hence in energy gap is
not significantly harder to achieve than a change in doping
level! In particular, the change can again be accomplished during growth without interruption, either gradually or abruptly
and, if abruptly, over extremely short distances.
Finally, in both techniques the growth rates and hence the
layer thicknesses can be very precisely controlled. Because the
growth rates themselves are low (or can be madelow), extremely thin layers can be achieved, to the point that effects
due to the finite quantum-mechanical wavelengths of the electrons canbe readily generated. It is in thecontext of the
study of such quantumeffectsthatbothtechniques
have
demonstrated their so far hlghest capability level.With both
MOCVD and MBE, GaAs4A1,Ga)As structures with over 100
epitaxial layers have been built [ 261, [27], and essentially
arbitrary numbers appear possible. With MOCVD, layer thicknesses below 50 A have been achieved, with MBE, below 10 A.
In either case, the capability far exceeds anything needed in
the foreseeable future for transistor-like devices.
So far, these are laboratory results, mostly on GaAs4A1,Ga)As
structures.Butit
is the consensus of those working on the
two technologies that much of this performance can be carried
over into a production environment, with high yields and at an
acceptable cost. Acceptable here means a cost €owenough that
it will not deter the use of the new technologies in most of
those high-performance applications that need the performance
potential of heterostructure devices.
An extension of both technologies to lattice-matched III/Vcompount heterosystems beyond GaAs4Al,Ga)As is an all but
foregone conclusion, including GaAs-(Ga,In)P, I&(Ga,In)
(P,As), and InAs4A1,Ga)Sb.
In view of these developments, the following scenario for the
III/V-compound heterostructure technology of the 1990’s is
likely. Epitaxial technologies will be routinely available in
which both the doping and the energy gap can be varied almost
at will, over distances significantly below 100 A, and covering

\
Fig. 3. Banddiagram of an n-p-n transistor with a wide-gap emitter,
showingthe
various current components, and the hole-repelling
effect of the additional energy gap in the emitter.

a large fraction of their physically possible ranges, by what is
essentially a software-controlled operation within a given
growth run. The cost of the technology will be sufficiently
low to encourage the development of high-performance devices
that utilize this capability. The cost will be essentially a fixed
cost per growth run, depending on the overall tolerance level
but hardly at all on the number of layers and what they contain, similar tothe cost of opticallithography, which has
largely a fixed cost per masking step, almost independent of
what is on the mask (at a given tolerance level). In particular,
there will be only a negligible cost increment associated with
using a heterojunction over using a homojunction (or no junction at all), and hence there will be only a negligible economic
incentive not to use a heterojunction.
What wi22 be expensive, just as with masking, are multiple
growth runs, in which the growth is interrupted and the wafer
removed from the growth system for intermediate processing,
with the growth to be resumed afterwards. Hence there will
be a strong incentive to accomplish the desired device structure
with the minimum number of growth runs, no matter how
complicated the individual run might become.
The above scenario is the technological premise of the remainder of this paper. Although presented here in the context
of bipolar transistors and IC’s, this scenario, as well as the central design principle of Section 11, obviously go far beyond
these specific devices. Together, the two concepts might form
the starting point fora fascinating speculation about the future
of semiconductor devices beyond simple bipolar structures.
However, such a discussion would go beyond the scope of this
paper as well as of this Special Issue.

IV. THE WIDEGAP EMITTER
A . Basic Theory
The basic theory behind a wide-gap emitter is simple [ 11 .
Consider the energy band structure of an n-pn transistor, as in
Fig. 3. In drawing the band edges as smooth monotonic curves
we are implicitly assuming that the emitter junction has been
graded sufficiently to obliterate any band edge discontinuities
or even any nonmonotonic variations of the conduction band
edge. We will return to this point later. There are the following
injection-related dc currents flowing in such a transistor:
a) A current Zn of electrons injected from the emitter into
the base;
b) A current Zp of holes injected from the base into the
emitter;
c) A current I, due to electron-hole recombination within
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the forward biased emitter-base space charge layer.
d) A small part of I , of the electron injection current In is
lost due t o bulk recombination.
The current contributionIn is the principal current on which
the device operation depends; the contributions Zp, I,, and I,
are strictly nuisance currents, as are the capacitive currents
(not shownin Fig. 3) that accompanyany voltagechanges.
We have neglected any currents created by electron-hole pair
generationin the collectordepletionlayer
or the collector
body.
Expressed in terms of these physical current contributions,
the net currents at the three terminals are:
Emitter
current:

le = In+ Z p + I ,

(la)

Collector
current:

IC = I n
- I,

(1b)

Base current:

zb = z p

+ + 1,.

(14

A figure of merit for such a transistor
is the ratio

&ax
&ax

Here,
is the highest possible value of
8, in the limit of
negligible recombinationcurrents. It is the improvement of
to which the wide-gap emitter idea addresses itself.
To estimate Lax
we assume that emitter and base are uniformly doped with the doping levels Ne and Pb. We denote
with q Vn and qb the (not necessarily equal) heights of the
potential energy barriers forelectrons
andholes,
between
emitter and base. We may then write the electron and hole
injection current densities in the form

Here vnb and up are the mean speeds, due to the combined
effects of drift and diffusion, of electrons at the emitter-end
of the base, and of holes at the base-end of the emitter.
In writing (3a, b) with simple Boltzmann factors, we have
implicitly assumed that both emitter and base are nondegenerate. In a homojunction transistor
the emitter might be degenerate; in aheterojunctiontransistorthe
basemightbe
degenerate, as is in fact assumed in Fig. 3. This requires small
corrections either in (3a) for the homojunction
case, or (3b)
for the heterojunction case, which we neglect here for simplicity. We have also neglected correctionfactors allowing for
the differences . i n the effective densities of states of the
semiconductors.
We are interested here only in the ratio of the two currents.
If the energy gap of the emitter is larger than that of the base
by Aeg,'we have

and we obtain

2 100 is desirable.
For agoodtransistor,a value
Of the three factors in (5), the ratio vnb/Vp is least subject
t o manipulation. As a rule
5

< Vnb/upe < 50.

(6)

Toobtain

2 100it is therefore necessary thateither
Ne

>>Pb

(7)

or that Aeg is at least a few-times kT.
Energy gap differences that are many-times k T are readily
obtainable. As a result, very high values ofIn/Zp can be achieved
almost regardless of the doping ratio. This does not mean that
arbitrarily high Cps can be obtained. It simply means that the
hole injection current Zp becomes a negligible part of the base
current compared to the two recombination currents:zb 2 I, +
I,. To have a useful transistor, we must still have I , <<Zn. If
we approximate Ze by In,we obtain

Based on the evidence from high4 HBT's that have been
reported (4 2 lo3),' the emitter-base hetero-interface can be
made sufficiently defect-free to keep the interface recombination current Z, below ~ o - ~ z , at
, least at sufficiently high current levels In. At the same time, the base doping in a properly
designed heterostructure transistor will be very high, and hence
the minority carrier lifetime correspondingly low, t o the point
that the bulk recombination current I,, rather than the interface recombination current Z, will dominate, in contrast to the
situation in manyhomojunctiontransistors,
We therefore
neglect Z, beside I,.
The bulk recombination current density may be written
Jr = yne(O)wb/T.

(9)

Here ne(0) is the injected electron concentration at the emitter
end of the base, wb is the base width, and r the average electron
lifetime in the base. The factor 7 is a factor between 0.5 and
1.O, indicating by how much the average electron concentration
differs from the electron concentration at the emitter end. If
we insert (3a) and (9) into (8), and neglect I,, we obtain

This depends on the base doping only through the effect of
the base doping on the lifetime. For heavy base doping levels
the lifetimes maybe shortindeed.l
Nevertheless,even for
very short lifetimes, high 0's should be achievable in transistors
with a sufficiently thin base region, which is the case of dominant interest in any event. As an example, assume Wb 2 1000
A = lo-' cm. In such a transistorthe electron velocity is likely
to approach values close to bulk limited drift velocities unb E
lo' cm s - l . Even for a lifetime as short as lo-' s, this would
lead to E lo3, a value that should satisfy even the most stringent demands. Evidently, no serious problems from reduced
minority carrier lifetimes arise unless thelatterdrop to the
vicinity oflo-''
s or lower, at least not for plausiblebase
widths not exceeding 1000 A
Much of the remainder of this paper will deal with the tradeoffs made possible when high &values can be obtained without
a highemitter-to-base dopingratio. Before turning to these
tradeoffs, it is instructive to return to (5) and to apply it to
'See, e.g, [ 7 ] , [ 8 ] , 191, [ 1 4 ] , [ l S ] . Even higher value13have been
found in some phototransistors. See [ 1 5 ] for further references.
a For GaAs, injection laser experience suggests lifetimes betweenlo-''
and lo-' s for degenerate doping levels, slightly longer
for nondegenerate doping.
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energy gap variations in the conventionalsilicon transistor. The
energy gap of Si, like that of the other semiconductors, is not
strictly constant, butdecreases slightly at thehigh doping levels
that are desirable in the emitters of a homojunction transistor.
As a result, a Si transistor is not strictly a uniform-gap transistor; it is itself a heterojunction transistor, but with asmall yet
highlyundesirable negative valueof Aeg. The best available
data, taken on actual transistor structures [28], indicate a gap
shrinkagebeginning at a doping level Nd
1017 cm-’ , and
reducing the gap approximatelylogarithmicallywithdoping
level, reaching a gap shrinkage between 75 and 80 meV ( > 3 k T )
at Nd 1019 cm-’. According to (5)) an emitter gap shrinkage of 3kT reduces the ratio Zn/Ip by a factor e-’
1/20. The
overall effect at this doping level is the same as if the emitter
were dopedonly to 5 X 1017 cm-’ , without gapshrinkage.
To obtain&values larger than the ratioUnb/Upe (<50), the base
region must be even less heavily doped than this value, which
is far below what is metallurgically possible, and farb l o w what
would be desirable in the interest of almost all other performance characteristics, especiallybase resistance. Increasing
the emitter dopingbeyond lOI9 cm-’ improves fl only very
Bypushingeveryslowly,roughly proportionally t o N:”.
thing t o the limit, state-of-the-art microwave transistors with
(averagedover the baseregion)of
about 1 x 10’’
cm-’ have been achieved [ 291. But this is still far below what
would be desirable.
Evidently, the conventional Si bipolar transistor behaves far
lesswell than the naiveuniform-gap textbook model would
predict. In fact, the energy gap shrinkage and its consequences
represent one of the dominant performance limitations of the
device.

-

-

-

B. Graded Versus Abrupt Emitter Junctions
In Fig. 3 , and inthe discussion accompanying it, wehad
is compositionally
assumed thattheemitter/basejunction
graded, so as to yield smoothly and monotonically varying
bandedges.
Such graded transistors are easily achieved, but
unless the appropriate measures are taken to doso, the modem
epitaxialtechnologiestend
t o produceabrupttransistors
in
whichbandedge
discontinuities are present. As a rule, the
conduction band on the wider gap side lies energetically above
that on the narrower gap side. Applied t o the wide-gap emitter in a transistor, this leads to the “spike-and-notch” energy
band diagram shown in Fig. 4(a). Because the emitter-to-base
doping ratio in an HBT tends to be low, most of the electrostatic potential drop will occur on the less heavily doped emit:
ter side, and the potential spikewill project above the conduction band intheneutralportion
of the base,leading t o a
potential barrier of net height AEB. Such a barrier has both
advantages and disadvantages, anda brief discussion is in order.
Consider first the potential notch accompanying the barrier
on the base side. Such a notch will collect injected electrons,
and therefore enhance recombination losses, a highly undesirable effect. Becauseof the low emitter-to-basedopingratio
l
i be quite shallow, with a
expected in an HBT, the notch w
depth given approximately by
AeN = (pe/Nb) 4 Vn
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(1 1)

which will typically be of the order 5 meV << kT. Nevertheless, because of the danger of interface recombination defects,
it wouldbedesirable
to eliminate the notch altogether, and
perhaps evenreplace it by a slightly repulsive potential, as

-r----

7T---r-

z:
-----i--

2(b)

Fig. 4. Band structure of an abrupt wide-gap emitter, showing the spike
barrier and the accompanying electron trapping notch (a) in the conduction band structure. The notch can be removed (b) by the incorporation of a planar acceptor doping sheet into the heterojunction.

shown in Fig. 4(b). This is easily accomplished by incorporating a very thin sheet with a very high acceptor concentration
right at the interface. Typical required sheet doping concentrations will be of the order 10’l acceptors per square centimeter. The feasibility of such “planar doping” sheets has been
demonstrated [ 301 , at least with MBE, and there is little doubt
that it can be accomplished by MOCVD as well.
As to the barrier itself, one minor drawback of its existence
is the accompanying increase of the order AeB/q, in required
emitter voltage t o yield a given current density. More severe is
the (related)drawback that the potential
barrier A E Bdrastically
reduces the ratio Jn/Jp, from the value in (5), by a factor exp
(- A € B / k T ) . Instead of (4a), we now have
q( Vp

- Vn)= Aeg - A E B

AEV.

(4b)

The last equality resultsif the notch depthis small compared to
kT, in which case AEB = A e c . Here A e c and A e y represent the
conduction and valence band discontinuities. Instead of (5a),
we obtain

If the valence band discontinuity is sufficiently large, a major
improvement remains. Unfortunately, in the system of largest
current interest, the (Al,Ga)As/GaAs system, the
valence band
discontinuity is quite small, AEV = 0.15 Aeg [ 3 1 ] , and the reduction of the spike bygrading is probably essential. A detailed
discussion of the detrimental effects of the spike is found in a
paper by Marty et aL [ lo].
The above drawbacks of the extra potential barrier accompanying an abrupt emitter/base junction are partially compensated by the fact that such a barrier would injectthe electrons
into the baseregion withasubstantialkineticenergy,and
hence with a very high velocity (-10’ cm/s). Because of the
directional dependence of the polar optical phonon scattering
that is the dominant scattering process in III/V-compounds,
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several collisions are requiredbefore the electrons have lost
their high forward velocity. The result should be a highly
efficient and very fast near-ballistic electron transport through
the base. Such ballistic transport effects havebeenof great
interest recently, and although their discussion has beenlargely
in an FET context [ 32 I , [ 33 I, much of this discussion applies
as well (or even more) to bipolar transistors with an emitter
junction barrier that represents, in effect, a ballistic launching
ramp.
Exactly what the balance between drawbacks and benefits
will be for the abrupt emitter/base junction versus the graded
one, remains t o be seen. But it appears likely that ballistic
effects will find their way into future transistors specifically
designed around them.
An extreme case of high-energy electron injection into the
basewasdiscussed some time ago by Kroemer [ 341, in the
form of a so-called Auger transistor. If the conduction band
discontinuity AEC becomes larger than the energy gap in the
base, the electron injection may lead to Auger multiplication
of electrons, and hence to a transistor with true current amplification in a grounded-base configuration Q > 1. Such a transistor might be of interest for power switching applications at
veryhighmicrowavespeeds.
It remains to be seen what will
come of this idea.

V. SPEEDTRADEOFFS
A. The Emitter Capacitance Tradeoff
High beta-values above, say, 100 are of limited interest by
themselves, except perhaps in phototransistors. The principal
benefit of a wide-gap emitter is therefore not the ability to
achieve high &dues, but the freedom to change doping levels
in emitter and base without significant constraints by injection
efficiency consideration, and thereby to re-optimize the transistor at a higher performance level.
We start our discussion with the choice of emitter doping. A
wide-gap emitter permits a drop in emitter doping by several
orders of magnitude without a deterioration of 0, a prediction
[ 1] that has been confirmed experimentally in almost
all HBT’s
built, Now it is well known that the junction capacitance of a
highly unsymmetrically doped p-n junction depends only on
the doping level of the less heavily doped side. Suppose the
base doping is initially kept fiied. If theemitterdoping is
now dropped below the base doping, the emitter capacitance
of the transistor then dependsprincipally on the emitter doping
and drops with adecrease of the latter, roughly as

Evidently, by dropping theemitter dopingsufficientlyfar
below the (initial) base dopinga large reductioninemitter
capacitance can be obtained [ 1 1 , and this reduction remains
if the base doping is subsequently increased. The result is an
improvement in speed, but this effect is usually small, because
the emitter capacitanceis only one of several capacitances. The
true significance of the reduction of the capacitance per unit
area lies in two different facts. First, it permits an increase in
the capacitive emitter area in the invertedtransistor design
discussed later, without increase in total emitter capacitance.
Second, in HBT’s for small-signal microwave amplification, a
reduction in emitter capacitance will reduce the noise significantly [35].
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Obviously, the doping in theemittercannot
belowered
arbitrarily far. Even if achievable crystal purities permitted it,
the emitter series resistance would eventually become excessive, at least forathickemitterbody.
However, underthe
technological scenario envisaged earlier, the weakly doped part
of the emitter can always be kept very thin (say, a few-times
lo-’ cm) to permit a drop in emittercapacitance per unit area
by at least a factor 10 before emitter series resistance effects
become serious.
A minor advantage of reduced emitter doping, mentioned by
Milnesand Feucht [ 3 ] , mightbe that the resulting emitters
would have a significant reverse breakdown voltage. It is not
clear how much of an advantage this would be.

B. The Base Resistance Tradeoff: Microwave Transistors
The most important single change made possible by a widegap emitter is a drastic increase in base doping, limited only
by technologicalconstraints and bythe need t o keep the
minority lifetime in the base significantly above lo-’’ s. The
principal benefit is a major reductionin base resistance, which,
in turn, increases the speed significantly [ 21. A second benefit
is a major improvement in overall transistor performance at
high current densities [ 1 ] , [ 3 ] -[ 5 1, including specifically an
improvement in the speed-versus-power tradeoffs of microwave
transistors.
Becauseweareprincipally
interested in low-powerspeed
aspects, we concentrate here on the effect of base resistance
reduction.Thiseffect
is somewhatdifferentin
microwave
transistors and in switching transistors.
For microwave transistors, Ladd and Feucht [ 2 ] have given
a very detailed analysis, using the maximum oscillation frequency f m , as the figure of merit. It may be written in the
form

where fr has its familiar meaning as the frequency at which the
current gain is reduced t o unity, and fc is the frequency
equivalent of the RC time constant of the combination base
resistance-collector capacitance,
fc = 1 / ( 2 . ~ R b C c ) .

(14)

Evidently, a reduction in R , causes an increase in f c and with
it a smaller increase in f&.
Ladd and Feucht’s work was done in the late 60’s and they
give numerical values only for the “best” system known at the
time, a GaAs emitter on a Gebase, of a constructionpreviously
demonstrated by JadusandFeucht [36]. Because of severe
limitationsinherent
in the then-available technology, the
external baseresistance (betweentheemitter
edge andthe
base contact) could not be significantly decreased, and as a result, Ladd and Feucht concluded that only
negligible
a
improvement in frequency couldbeachieved
with the thenexisting
technology. If, however, the external base resistance problem
could be solved, maximum oscillation frequenciesf m , around
100 GHzwouldbeachievable.Similarly
high values can be
predicted for other heterosystems such as (Al,Ga)As-onGaAs
or GaP-onSi [ 371, [38]. There is little point in quoting more
exact values, becaue the predictionsdependnoticeably
on
both technological and operatingparameters whose choice
would be applications-dependent. To pursue these matters in
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detail would lead us too far away from our principal interest
in digital switching trarisistors.
C. The Base Resistance Tradeoff: Digital Switching

Transistors

The quantity of interest in digital switching transistors is not
the maximumfrequency of oscillation butthe(somewhat
vaguely defined) switching time. Although one would expect
that any structural measures that improve the maximumoscillation frequency w
l
i also improve the switching speed, there
is no simpleone-to-onerelationshipbetween
the two.The
modes of operation are just too different. For example,in
microwave transistors a high output power is usually of interest, while inhighlyintegrated
digital switching transistors
the opposite is the case.
A comparison is further complicated by the fact that switching time depends on the circuit, and no standard measure for
switching time, comparable to the frequenciesft and f m , , for
oscillatory operation, has beenagreed upon. Probably the best
measure of switching time applicable to HBT’s is the estimate
by Dumke, Woodall, and Rideout (DWR) [5], who estimate
the switching time as
5

Rb
RL

Ts=-RbCc+-Tb+(3C,+CL)RL.

2

(15)

Here Rb is the base resistance, C, the collector capacitance,
and Tb the base transit time, while RL and C’ are load resistance and capacitance of the circuit. The result (1 5) is based
on Ashar’s analysis [39] of a two-transistor circuit, modified
by Dumke. Dumke’s modificationsimply consists of the
following [40]. The load resistance must be large enough to
develop a potential change equal
to thenecessary emitterswing
A V on the next stage. Therefore, RL = AV/Z = R E , where Z is
the current that is switched to. Making the appropriate substitutions in Ashar’s expression yields (1 5). Dumke et al. apply
(15) to estimate the switching time of a hypothetical (Al,Ga)
As-onGaAs transistor with the followingparameters.
Base
width: 1200 A; base doping: 3 X 1OI8 cm-3 ; base and emitter
stripewidths: 2.5 pm,separated by0.5-pm gaps;collector
load capacitance:
doping: 3 X 10l6 cm-j ;loadresistance: 50
negligible compared to collectorcapacitance.These
values
lead to the following values for the three terms in 5):
(1 8.3 ps,
1.4 ps, and 8.3 ps, combining into an overall switching time of
-18 ps.
The authors state that this is “roughly a factor of 5
or 8 faster than that which might be realized from the current
post alloy diffused Ge or double diffused Si technologies r e
spectively.” Today, nearly 10 years later, post-alloy diffused
Ge technology is all but forgotten (it never made it into IC’s),
and much of the then-predicted advantage over Si remains.
Just as in the case of Ladd and Feucht’s estimate of f m m ,
much of the improvement is due to thereduction in base resistance that is associated with the high base doping possible in
an HBT. In fact, twoof the three terms in(1 5) depend linearly
on Rb ratherthanwiththesquareroot
as does fmm. This
means that as long as those terms dominate rS,a reduction of
Rb is even more effective in a digital switching transistor than
in a microwave transistor. Onlyafterthe
base resistance
RLCL term dominates,
reduction has beencarried so far that the
does a further reduction in Rb lead to no furtherbenefit. The
hypothetical device analyzed by DWR lies at the borderline
between the tworegimes.

a;
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The specific numerical values quoted above should be viewed
as approximations. To obtain an expression as simple as (1 5),
Ashar and Dumke had to make numerous simplifications, just
as the expression (13) for f m , is based on gross simplifications. The importance of the Ashar-Dumke result (1 5) is that
it indicates the relative significance of the mostimportant
transistor parameters.Amoredetailed
analysis is certainly
needed, in particular, one that investigates the extent towhich
the variousapproximationsmadein
deriving (15) remain
applicable in HBT’s that have been drastically modified from
conventional design.
The assumption of different structural transistor parameters
would, of course, have led to different values of rb. But the
values assumed by DWR were quite reasonable in 1972; they
are easily within the range of today’s technology, and hence
conservative. Further reductions in Tb to below 10 ps appear
readily achievable.
One possibility for improvement is to strive for a lower load
assumedby DWR.
resistance thanthe adhoc valueof 50
One sees readily from ( 15) that theswitching timegoes through
a minimum for

for which ( 15) reduces the

For the structural values assumed in DWR one would need
RL E 21
whichwould yield rS 15 ps. Theimprovement
is not large, and the low load resistance might not be easy to
achieve [401. A much larger improvement would result from
a reduction of the collector capacitance, obtained by inverting
the transistor. This possibility will be discussed later.

a,

D . The External Base Resistance Problem
In theirdetailed analysis of the (microwave)performance
potential ofHBT’s,Ladd and Feucht go to great lengths to
discuss the special problem posed by the highly detrimental
external portion of the base resistance. Because their considerations also apply to digital switching transistors, and because
they appear not to have been fully appreciated by subsequent
workers on heterostructure bipolartransistors [ 4 11, it appears
proper to reemphasize theproblem raked by Ladd and Feucht
here, and to offer a remedy.
In all real transistors onlypart of the base resistance lies
underneath the emitter, part lies between the edge of the emitter and the base contact. Usually, the outer region of the base
is appreciablythicker thantheinner
region, and the nearsurface portion of the outer base is more heavily doped than
the remainder (Fig. 5(a)). This design minimizes the outer base
resistance. If one wishes to obtain the postulated advantages
of a wide-gap emitter, it is essential that the outer base resistance is not permitted to dominate the overall base resistance.
This is easier said than done.Forexample,suppose
that
technological changes associatedwith
the change froma
(diffused orimplanted)homojunctionemitter
to a heterojunction emitter, forced a
change ingeometryfrom that in
Fig. 5(a) to that in Fig. 5(b) with a thin outer base. This is in
fact the geometry used in the HBT’s reported in the literature,
except for the transistors reported by Ankri et al. [ 111, [ 141
and by Katz et al. [ 231. Even though the doping level in the
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Fig. 5. In homojunction transistors of current technology (a), the base
region is usuallymuchthicker and moreheavilydopedoutsidethe
emitter than between the emitter and collector, reducing the external
base resistance. This desirable feature would be lost in heterostructure
transistors with the emitter island design shown in (b). To appreciate
this point fully, recall that in actual structures the horizontal dimensions greatly exceed the vertical ones.
In this drawing (and in Fig. 6)
the vertical dimensions have been greatly exaggerated relative to the
horizontal ones.
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In such a design the portion of the emitter that lies within
the wide-gap region carries only a negligible current, compared
to the wide-narrow portion. The reason for this is illustrated
in Fig.7. For injection into the wide-gap pregion, the electrons would have to climb a barrier that is higher by the energy
gap difference A€,. But this reduces the injectioncurrent
density by the same factor exp ( - A e g / k T ) that also reduces
the hole injectioninto thewide-gap emitter.
This possibility does notappear to have been as widely
recognized as it deserves; it has been used in the devices reported by Ankri et al. [ 111, [ 141, and by Katz e f a l . [23].
In both cases diffusion was used to convert the wide-gap portion of the base region to ptype.
VI.

c

i

Fig. 7. Blocking of injection of electrons into the wide-gap portion of
the base region in Fig. 6, due t o the extra repulsive force generatedby
the wider energy gap.

CCLLECTOR

Fig. 6. Desirable emitter structure in which the
p-n junction does not
follow the planar heterdnterface, but is pulled up towards the surface.

outer base may havebeen increased, the beneficial effect of
this change would be atleastpartiallycompensated
by the
reduction in thickness of the outer base. In unfavorable cases
the outer base resistance might even have increased. Ladd and
Feucht fully recognized the importance of this problem. They
wrote “. . . i t is clear that the advantages
of the low base resistance of the heterojunction devices will only be exploited
if suitable geometriescan be developed.”
It is now important to realize that the wide-gap emitter configurationcontains a built-in design possibility to keep the
outer base resistance low [37], [38], [41], [42]. The design
is shown inFig. 6 . Ratherthanconstructingthe
wide-gap
emitter as an island riding by itself on the top of a uniformly
thin narrow-gap base layer, the wide-gap semiconductor may
be extendedbeyondtheemitter
edge, forming part of the
outer base region, with the emitter-base p n junction pulled
away fromtheheteroboundaryandtowardsthesurface.
Such aconfigurationshould
beeasily
achievable by first
growing the top wide-gap layer with the same relatively low
n-type doping as the emitter, and then converting the region
outsidetheemitterto
heavy ptype doping by diffusion or
ion implantation.

THE “INVERTED” TRANSISTOR

Since the first days of the alloy transistor, bipolar transistors
have been built with a larger collector than emitter area, in the
interest of efficient charge collection. In planartechnology,
the two junctions are necessarily of different area. The need
for efficient charge collection then enforces the familiar configuration with the collector at the bottom and the emitter at
the top. The exception
to this rule is, of course, integrated
injection logic (I’L), where other considerations override this
rule-at a price. I willsay more about IzL below.But apart
from the IzL exception, the “emitter-up rule” is so pervasive
that ithas become hard to imagine that auseful transistor could
be built with the inverse order.
Nowwe have just seen thatwitha
wide-gap emitterthe
emitter junction can be designed in such a way that part of
the emitter-base junction does not inject carriers. Evidently,
with such a design the need for efficient carrier collection can
be met even with an emitter larger than the collector, IF those
portions of the emitter-base junction thatare not immediately
opposite to a part of the collector-base junction are inactivated
by pulling them onto the high-gap side of the hetero-interface.
Once this is done, the transistormight just as well be “flipped,”
with the emitter on the substrate
side and the collector on top,
as shown in Fig. 8. The inverted configuration has several advantages, to the pointthatit
might verywell turn out the
“canonical”configuration of futureheterostructurebipolar
transistor design [43].
The principal (but not the only) advantage of the inverted
transistor is that it permits the use of a significantly smaller
collector area, with an appropriately smaller collector capacitance. The consequences for the
high-speed performance are
obvious. Modem high speed transistors, both digital and (inter-
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Fig. 8. Inverted “collector-up” transistor structure in which the emitter
has a larger area than the collector, but the external portions
of the
emitterdo notcontribute t o theinjection,becausetherethe
pn
junction has been pulled into the wide-gap portion of the structure.

Fig. 9. A DH impkmcntation of I’L, combiningwide-gapcollectors
with noninjectimg emitter regions between the collectors.

and particularly in the light of the increased interest in highly
integrated digital switchingtransistors.Itappears
that there
are in fact several excellent reasons urging a wide-gap collector
design, to thepoint that DH transistors with wide-gap
a
collector
might very well be the rule rather than the exception for future
bipolar transistor dadgns.
I give in this Section three examplesthat illustrate advantages
to be gained by such a design. They fall into three groups:
a) Suppression of hole injection from base into collector in
digital switching transistors under conditions
of saturation;
b) Emitter/collect or interchangeabilityin IC’s;
c) Separate optimization of base and collector, especially in
microwave pover transistors.
The presentation does not attempt to give a complete and
systematic critical waluation ofall aspects ofDH transistor
design. Its purpose is to initiate a discussion, not to end it.

digitated) microwave transistors, typically have a collector area
close to three-timestheactive(emitter)area.Inverting
the
structure thus permits a reduction of the collector capacitance
by close to a factor of 3. For example, in the hypothetical
switching transistor analyzed by Dumke et al. [ 51, the emitter
area was 3.4-times theemitter area. If, inthat device, one
reduces the collector area by a factor f and leaves all other
quantities unchanged, the two dominant terms in (15) are reis reduced
duced by the same factor, and the switching time
from -18 ps to -7 ps. Similar improvements would occur in
microwave power transistors.
However, some care is in order: Because now the total emitter area is larger than theactive area, the emitter junction
capacB. Suppression of Hole Injection into the Collector under
itance will increase, at leastcompared to aheterostructure
transistor of conventionalemitter-upconfiguration.But,
as Saturated ConditionP
we saw earlier, the emitter junction capacitance per unit area
In many digital logic families the collectors of the transistors
of a heterojunction transistor can in any event be made signif- are forward-biased (luring part of the logic cycle. If the base
icantly less than for a homojunction transistor. Hence, com- region is more h e a d y dopedthanthecollector,
as would
pared to the latter, a net reduction in emitter capacitance may
normally be desirable, a copious injection of holes from the
result even in the face of a larger (inactive) emitter area.
base into the collec1:or takes place, which increases dissipation
A second advantage of the inverted configuration is the pos- and slows down the switchingspeed.
In aheterostructure
sibility of a major reductionof the large lead inductance in series technology, this highly deleterious phenomenon is easily supwith the emitter that is present in the conventional emitter-up pressed the same way hole injection into the emitter is supconfiguration. Again an improvement in high-frequency prop- pressed: By making the collectora wide-gap collector [40].
erties will result.
Such a design is an attractive alternative to the Schottky clamp
A third advantage of an invertedtransistorconfiguration,
in Schottky-TTL. Just
as the wide-gap emitter, the wide-gap
for digital switching transistors,will emerge later.
collector should be fairly lightly doped, in the interest of a
Technologically, the inverted structure should be achievable low collector capacitance, and the base should remain heavily
in essentially the same way as the pulled-up emitter junction:
doped, in the interest
of low base resistance. This choice of
By f i i t growing the toplayer lightly n-type doped throughout, relative doping levels remains both possible and desirable in
and then converting the region outside the collector to heavy the inverted 12L configuration, rather thancalling for a weakly
p-doping by diffusionorionimplantation.
Obviously, the
doped base to suprress collector injection, with its high base
collector layer must be chosen thick enough to support the
resistance penalty. In fact, ina recent paper [ 421, Kroemer has
intended collector bias voltage. Converting part of the surface
proposed a DH im1,lementation of IzL, which combines this
inside the collectorregion to n+might be desirable.
idea with the idea of a selectively injecting emitter, discussed
earlier. The structure is shownin Fig. 9. It avoids both the
electron injection into those portions of the base where such
VII. DH TRANSISTORS
injection is undesimble because of the absence of a collector
A . Introduction: The Wide-Gap Collector
opposite to the emitter, and the injection of holes into either
A reading of Shockley’s patent quoted at the beginning of
collector or emitter.
Even electrons spilling over at the edge
this paper leaves no doubt that the “one. . . z o n e . . .having a
of the active portio:^ of the base region would not be able to
wider energy gap than.. . the other zones” is the emitter of the
of the inactive portion
of the base,
penetrate into the upper part
transistor. The question was soon raised whether there might
because they would be repelled by the heterobamer in the
conalso be advantages to a wide-gap collector [ 11 ; but only the duction band at the p-P interface. Because of the essentially
trivial and insignificant advantageof a reduction in the reverse- completesuppression of parasitic charge storage,combined
biased collector saturationwas recognized.
with greatly reduced RC-time constant effects due
to the reThis assessment must be revised in the lightof the anticipated duced base resistance, such an implementation of IzL can be
technological scenario discussed in Section 111 of this paper,
expected to have a much higher speed than the notoriously
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Fig. 10. Electron blocking action for low reverse bias at an abrupt p-n
heterojunctioncollector.Theblockingactioncanbepreventedby
grading the heterojunction, as indicated by the broken line.

slow homostructure implementationsof IzL, withoutincreasing
the highly desirable low dissipation levels of IzL.Unfortunately, no quantitative estimates of the expected performance
improvement have so far been published, butthe possible
improvements appearto be 1arge.j
The referenced paper [43] also shows thatthepnp horizontal transistor that serves as a current source in IzL is easily
incorporated into a DH design. It emerges as a rather peculiar
structurethat is basically ahomostructuretransistorwith
heterostructure sidewalls, which confine the current and improve the performanceof the device.
There is one important restriction in the use ofwide-gap
collectors, which must not be overlooked. It is important
that the free collection of electrons by the reversebiased collector not be impeded by any heterobarrier due to a conductionbanddiscontinuity
(Fig. 10). Such barriers are easily
eliminated by grading the heterostructure [ 4 4 ] , [ 4 5 ] .
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Fig. 1 1 . Input stage of a DH implementation of ECL. The four transistors shown are implemented by three inverted and one noninverted
transistor of identical structure, differing only in biasing. The dotted
regions -are isolationregions, preparedby protonbombardment or
equivalent techniques.

having the 12Llike inverted emitterdownconfiguration discussed previously.
The full power of this new option can probablynot be
appreciated without an example. The input stage of emittercoupled logic (ECL), anonsaturating logic family, serves
admirably. Fig. 1l(a) gives the basic circuit diagram of the
parts of interest here. The top three transistors serve as a differential switch that compares the voltage levels of two logic
signals A and B withareference
voltage V,.
Thebottom
transistor serves essentially as a constant-current source. (In
some simpler versions of ECL it is replaced by a resistor.)
Evidently, the configurationcalls for tying together the emitters of three transistors with the collector of a fourth. In a
DH design, thisintegration is achieved easily, without sacrificing
a high transistor performance, by implementing the top three
transistors as inverted transistors, and the current supply tranC. EmitterlCollector Interchangeability
sistor as a conventional emitter-up transistor, as shown in Fig.
The advantages of a DH design for bipolar transistors are not 1l(b). The emitters of the three toptransistors and the collecrestricted to the suppression of hole injectioninto thecollector tor of the bottom transistor come together in a buried n-layer
in saturating logic. A different advantage lies in the possibility on top of the substrate. All four transistors are structurally
of designing transistors in which the role of emitter and collec- identical;theydiffer merely in their biasing. Thosereaders
tor can be interchanged by simply changing the b i e g condi- who are familiar with ECL and its notorious integration diftions, while retaining the advantages of a wide-gap emitter re- ficulties will undoubtedly recognize the greatintegration
to callHECL, for
gardless of which of the two terminal n-regions is used as the advantages offeredbywhatIwouldlike
emitter. To achieve this freedom, the transistor need not be Heterostructure ECL.
A complete discussion of various otherheterostructure
shown
geometrically symmetrical: In theinvertedstructure
modifications
of ECL is intended for another place; the purearlier in Fig. 8, in which the active portion of the lower p n
junction covered the same area as the upperp n junction; either pose of the present discussion was merely to demonstrate the
the upper junction or the lower junction could be used as the central idea of the interchangeability of emitter and collector
emitter. While this might be no more than a mildly esoteric in a DH IC design.
advantage in a discrete transistor, it offers a major new option
in the architecture of digital IC’s, be they of the saturating or D. Separate Optimization of Base and Collector
Exceptfortheinterrelated
needs of a high mobilityand
nonsaturating variety: TheDH design makes it possible, within
a high saturated drift velocity for the electrons, the semicona common three-layer n-pn epitaxial layer structure, to integrate high-performance widegap emitter transistors having the ductor properties desired for the base of a transistor are quite
a
r transistors different from thosefor thecollector and forthe base/collector
conventional emitter-up configuration, with w
depletionlayer. This is especially truein microwave power
I have been informed by an anonymow reviewer that K. T. Alavi,
transistors. Evidently the different needs of base and collector
in an unpublished M.S. thesis (M.I.T., 1980) has estimated that “over
a 10-fold improvement in speed-power product can be anticipated.”
I regions can, at least in principle, be optimized best by selecting
different materials in the tworegions, that is, by a heterostrucdid not have access t o this work.
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ture collector. In practice, this tends t o mean a semiconductor
with awider energy gapin thecollector and in
the base/collector
layer, compared to thebase region.
Again, an example is called for t o illustrate this idea. Consider the question as t o the semiconductor combination offering the highest speed in a room-temperature microwave power
transistor. One can argue that the fastest possible such transistor would be a GaAs-GeGaAs transistor[46] -IF such a transistor could in factbe built, which is by no means certain.
The reason for the choice of Ge as the ideal semiconductor
for the base region is its high hole mobility, unexcelled by any
other groupIV or III/V-compound semiconductor. Also, Ge
is easily doped veryheavily ptype. Taken together, the two
properties assure a much lower base resistance than any other
known useable semiconductor.
Admittedly, Ge has a lower electron mobility
than several
III/Vcompoundsone
mightconsider.But
ina microwave
power transistor with its necessarily fairly thick collector depletion layer (inthe interest of a high breakdown voltage and a
low collector capacitance) the transit time through the base is
only a minor speed limitation compared to that through the
collector depletion layer.
Hence the beneficial effects of the
high hole mobility in a Ge base layer are muchlarger than the
detrimental effects of the lower electron mobility compared
to, say, GaAs.On theotherhand, Ge is hardlya desirable
semiconductor for the collector and the base/collector depletionlayer:Apartfromasomewhat
lowsaturatedelectron
drift velocity (u, E 5 X lo6 cm/s) and a high dielectric constant (e s 161, its low energy gap would lead to a low breakdown field and high thermally generated currents. Here a wider
gap semiconductor is needed. Lattice-matching considerations
suggestGaAs,whichwouldbenear-ideal
in any event. One
might be inclined t o argue that the narrow gap of Ge also rules
Ge out as a baseregion material of acceptably low thermal
currentgenerationrate.
However, this is not the case: In a
practical GaAs-Ge-GaAs transistor the Ge base region would be
so thin and so heavily p t y p e doped that the thermalgeneration
of electrons in the base would not contribute an unacceptably
high collector saturating current.
Unfortunately, it is not at all clear whether or not GaAs-GeGaAs transistors with an acceptably low density
of interface
defects can be grown. Our own work at UCSB with the MBE
growth ofGaAs on Ge, and GaP on Si, has shown that the
defect-free growth of a polar semiconductorsuch as GaAs
as Gefaces a number of quite
on a nonpolar substrate such
fundamentaldifficulties,
whichhave
so farnot been surmounted, and which may, in fact, be insurmountable [47].
However, none of the experimental uncertainties affect the
principalpoint
of our discussion here:Thedesirability
of
differentsemiconductors for base andcollector,implyinga
heterostructure collector, is likely t o be the rule rather than
the exception in thetechnology of the future.

VIII. SOMESPECULATIONS
ABOUTTHE FUTUREOF
COMFQUND SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICES
A . Bipolar Transistors versus FET’s
If one ignores injection lasers and other optoelectronic deis a
vices, today’s compoundsemiconductor deviceworld
pureFET world with essentially no bipolarinhabitants. A
paper that predicts what amounts t o a bipolar revolution in
this FET world cannot simply ignore FET’s. This is true even
more once onerealizes that thesame technologiesthat promise
w
li also improve FET’s
to revolutionizebipolartransistors
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[48]. In fact, very active and successful research into heterostructure FET’s is already under way.However, on balance,
heterostructurescan be expected to benefitbipolar devices
much more than they benefit FET’s, and
if so, this will naturally
tend to shift the balance between the devices much more towardsbipolars than past developments might suggest. There
are several reasons for these expectations:
a) As was pointedout already in Section 11, the Central
Design Principle permits one t o control the flow of electrons
and holes separatelyandindependently of each other. This
makes heterostructuresa verymajoradvantage
inbipolar
devices (including lasers) in which there are in fact both kinds
of carriers present. It does little for an FET, although a
relatedbenefit is obtainedin FET’s throughtheconceptof
modulation doping [49].
b) Every device has a dimension in the direction of current
flow that controls the speed
of the device. In FET’s (other
than VMOS) the current flowis parallel to the surface, and the
critical control dimension is established byfine-line lithography.
In a bipolar transistor,the speed-determining part of the current
path is perpendicular t o the surface (and to the epilayers), and
to the first order, speed is governed by the layer thicknesses.
Because vertical layer thicknesses can be easily made much
smaller than horizontal lithography dimensions, there is, for
given horizontal dimensions,an inherently higherspeedpotential in bipolar structures than in FET’s. The two qualifiers
“to the f i t order” and “for given horizontal dimensions” are
important, though: Small horizontal dimensions arestill needed
second-order effects causedby
to minimizespeed-limiting
horizontal resistive voltage drops in the thin base layers. These
second-order effects are actually reduced in HBT’s, due t o the
much higher base doping levels, and they are not as severe as
the f i t - o r d e r limiting effects of the horizontal dimensions in
technologies
FET’s. But in any event, thereis nothing in bipolar
that would require or even suggest the use of larger horizontal
dimensions than inFET’s. The same fine-line lithography technologies that are used for FET’s, can and will be used for bipolar devices. Thecapabilityoffered
by the new epitaxial
technologies is an additional capability, not an alternate.
c) Once sufficiently smalldimensionshavebeenachieved,
“ballistic” effects become important [ 321, [ 331, and they are
in fact extensively studied, so far predominantly in an FET
context. On the whole, ballistic effects improve device performance
by
minimizing
electronscattering.
To obtain this
benefit, two conditions must be satisfied. First, the electrons
must be accelerated very quickly [32]. Themost effective
high
way to do this is by launching the electronswitha
kinetic energy from the conduction band discontinuity
in a
heterostructure, as discussed earlier. This is much more effective than acceleration by an ordinary nonuniform electricfield,
the rate of nonuniformity of which is limited by Debye-length
considerations. Second, the path along which ballistic effects
are t o be utilized, must be short, at most a few thousandAngstromunits long.Evidently,
both the abrupt launchingand
the short current pathscall for a current flow perpendicular t o
the epitaxial layers rather than parallel t o them, once again
favoring the geometry of bipolar designs.
d) All digital switching transistorshave a critical bias voltage
(often called turn-on voltage), in the vicinity of which the
switching action takesplace. For high-performance digital IC’s,
especially VLSI circuits, it is important that this critical voltage
be as reproducible as possible, not only across the chip in a
single VLSI circuit, but also from wafer to wafer. This repro-
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ducibility is easier to achieve in bipolartransistors than in
FET’s. In bipolartransistorstheturn-on
voltage is almost
fiied for a fixed energy gap of the semiconductor in the base
region. Itdepends logarithmically onthe base dopingand,
apart from temperature, on hardly anything else.Hence it is
easy to keepstable. Onemight say with little exaggeration
that it is close to being a natural constant. The turn-on voltage
in an FET is, by contrast, purely “man-made,” depending at
least linearly on both theelectron concentration in the channel
and the channel thicknesses. To achieve reproducible turn-on
voltages, at least two separate quantities must be controlled
tightly. Considering that processing differencestend t o be
very important in IC technology,thisparticulardifference
between bipolars and FET’smightwell
turnout t o be as
important as the more fundamental differences, strongly favoring bipolars 1501.
The above arguments suggest strongly that bipolar devices
will play a much larger role in the future that they have in the
past, eventually assuming a leading role ahead of FET’s. Exactly where the border between the two technologies will be,
is something too hazardous t o predict.

B. A Change in Technological Philosophy?
We havewitnessed,since
about1964,asteadygrowthin
III/V-compound
semiconductor
devices,
principally
Ga&
devices. The driving force behind this developmenthasbeen
the high performance of such devices, not attainablewith
mainstreamSidevices.
Ifwe
ignoreonce again lasers and
other optoelectronic devices, and restrict ourselves to purely
electronic amplifying and switching devices, high performance
has been largely synonymous with high speed, made possible
by the high electron mobility of GaAs, and by the availability
ofsemi-insulatingGaAs
as asubstrate.
However, not even
the mostardentadvocate
ofGaAseverclaimed
that GaAs
wasusedbecause
it hadanattractivetechnology.
We used
GaAs despite its technology, not because of it, and the threat
wasnever far away that Sidevices, with their much simpler
and more highly developed technology, would catch up with
GaAs performance, the fundamental advantages
of
GaAs
notwithstanding.
It is exactly this imbalancebetweenfundamental promise
and technological weakness that is being removed by the new
epitaxial technologies. If the technological scenario postulated
in Section 111 of this paper is even remotely correct, it means
nothing less but that the great future strength of III/V-compounds lies precisely in their new technology, which permits
an unprecedented complexity and diversity in epitaxial structures, going far beyond anything available in Si technology!
This newtechnological
strength is thus emerging as more
importantthanthe
olderfundamentalstrengths
of high
mobilities and semi-insulating substrates. It is aremarkable
reversal of priorities indeed.
None of this means even remotely that III/V compoundswill
replace Si. They will notdo so anymore than aluminum,
magnesium, andtitanium replaced steel. The analogyofSi
to steel is due t o M. Lepselter, who called Si technology “the
new steel” [ 5 11, t o bring out the similarity in the role of Si
in the new industrial revolutionof our own days, to the role of
steel in the industrial revolution of the early-19th century. I
would like to carry this excellent kalogy a bit further. Just as
the structural metallurgy of the 19th century foundnecessary
it
eventually to gobeyondsteel,
to aluminum, magnesium,
titanium,andotherstakingtheir
placebeside steel, so the
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electronic metallurgy of our ownageisgoing
beyond Si, to
the III/V-compounds and probably further, to take their own
place beside Si.
We continue to build locomotives, ships, andautomobiles
from steel, but if it is airplanes and spacecraft we want, we
need the other metals besides. And,ofcourse,
it took us a
while to go fromlocomotives to spacecraft.The analogy to
semiconductors is too obvious t o requireelaboration;only
the time scale will be compressed.
All along the way from steel t o titanium there were those
who argued that the next step,while perhaps possible, was one
for which no foreseeable need existed: All foreseeable needs of
man could presumably be met by improvements of the technologies already in hand. Well, this too has not changed.
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